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Industrial Ecology
Goals of IE: 

Materials and energy optimization
Ecological and human health
Environmental equity

Systems-based approach 
Model the flow, transformation and dissipation of energy and materials 

through various systems (industrial systems, business and consumer 
communities, ecological systems )  [Descriptive]

Seeks to optimize the total industrial materials cycle from virgin material to 
finished product to waste disposal in order to lessen the impact of these 
processes on the environment [Prescriptive]

Analytical tools:
Material flows, substance flow assessments
Life cycle analysis
Design for the environment, life cycle design
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– concerned with the inter- relationships of anthropogenic systems and their impact on the environment:Identify the locations in five toxicant cycles (Hg, Cd, PCBs, dioxins and PAHs) where pollution prevention (P2) would most efficiently contribute to long-term reductions in loadings to the harbor



Overall Goals of Project:
Identify the locations in five toxicant cycles (Hg, Cd,       
PCBs, dioxins and PAHs) where pollution prevention (P2)         
would most efficiently contribute to long-term reductions      
in  loadings to the harbor

Develop practical P2 strategies that address toxicant    
releases / emissions

Encourage implementation of the recommended actions by 
integrating stakeholders into the research and policy process

 Stakeholders Consortium includes: environmental groups, 
industries, trade associations, labor, academia and government
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The main goal of the project is a long-term reduction in contaminant loadings to the NY/NJ Harbor watershed. In order to achieve this overall objective we ID the locations…Develop practical…Encourage implementation…



Step 1: Research

Identify sources, flows and sinks for contaminants 
through the region including products, processes and 
sectors that produce, use and/or release these contaminants

Develop a Substance Flow Assessment , quantifying 
contaminant flows and transformations (from extraction, 
production, consumption, to post-consumption, including 
disposal rates) [Industrial Ecology assessment]

Quantify contaminant flows in and out of the Harbor –
through air, water and land [Harbor Mass Balance]
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First step - qualitative analysisSecond step, quantitative: develop an inventory to chart how contaminants flow through and in and out of the economyThen, we track how these contaminants, once released to the environment, are mobilized through different media, from initial release to intermediate pools to mid or long term sequestration (sinks).Finally, we conduct additional research to constrain data



Understanding contaminant 
movements (PCBs)
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Mass balance for NY/NJ Harbor

NY/NJ Harbor

River Input*

Atmospheric flows

Emissions Deposition
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Resuspension

Sediment flux

Burial

Seawater Incursion 

*includes indirect deposition

Runoff

Landfill leachate

Dredging activities
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To model the flows and stocks of contaminants once in the environment we needed a mass balance for the Harbor.This serves to double check results from the IE assessment and fully understand the relationship between contaminant inputs to the Harbor and outputs from the regional economy. Transboundary issues (extra-regional contributions) may explain why the two models don’t match.Watershed



Modeling system interactions
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Analytical tools that help us describe the toxicant cycles – model the flows of and sinks for contaminants through economic and environmental systems. Obtain both a qualitative understanding of the interactions within the economy and between it and the environment, as well as a quantitative perspective of the magnitude of contaminant flows, in order to gauge possible impacts on the environment.  



Step 2: Developing policy 
recommendations

Identify P2 strategies that result in the greatest reductions
Develop P2 recommendations with Consortium

Find leverage points for intervention. Identify economic  sectors, 
substitute materials, technologies and/or alternative practices that 
provide effective leverage for policy tools. 

Public Opinion Survey / Sector meetings
Determined total costs associated with P2 plan

Implementation
Identify partners 
Public Outreach
Voluntary actions & challenges
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Stakeholder and public consultationengage all interested parties in the issueProvide necessary research to inform the debate, including Survey of Public Opinion and Economic assessmentsNegotiate to bring diverse views towards consensus with goal of policy recommendationCoordination of “network of industrial interrelations” so as to lead it to work like its natural analogue – the ecosystemWhat  are the environmental, economic and political impacts of these strategies?Which strategies are acceptable to the public?Public Opinion SurveyOutreach



Harbor 

POTW
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(70-85%)

Fertilizer, burial, WTE
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instruments
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measuring devices 
instruments
laboratories 
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Wastewater releases:
primary versus final outflows
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Summary: Value added of IE

Material Flow analysis complements environmental MB 
assessments

Tracing contaminants back to the primary sources

IE inventory helpful to identify all contaminant sources, including 
the cumulative effect of small quantity generators (SQG), not just 
LQG

Capacity to identify and involve all agents and to balance the policy 
debate. 

Using indicators (environmental, socio-economic) enriches the 
policy debate



Data availability/requirements

Mercury, Cadmium
Still commercialized (produced, used)
National Material Flows Available from US Geological Service
Industry data by sectors; some data by products

PCBs
Production is banned but still inadvertently produced and used in products 
No regional material flow analysis
National Inventories from 1980s only

Dioxin, PAHs
Not commercialized, (by-product)
No national/regional material flow analysis, only emissions inventory
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Mercury (still commercialized and plenty of primary data available by industry sector, patterns of consumption and disposal, toxicity, and amount of mercury in harbor. Limited data about fish concentrations in the Harbor).Similarly, Cadmium is still commercialized, but decreased in production patterns. Less data available.PCBs no longer commercialized. Difficult to estimate a national material flow. Difficult to quantify.Dioxin and PAHs - not commercialized, only a by-product of production and certain disposal patterns. Difficult to quantify.Databases:USGS National Water-Quality Assessment (NAWQA



Industrial Ecology Resources

The Journal of Industrial Ecology: 

http://mitpress.mit.edu/catalog/item/default.asp?ttype+4&tid=32

Pollution Prevention and Industrial Ecology: 

www.umich.edu/~nppcpub/resources/ResLists/Ind.Ec.html

Industrial Ecology Compendium:

www.umich.edu/~nppcpub/resources/compedia/ind.ecol.html
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Industrial Ecology, 
Pollution Prevention   
& the NY/NJ Harbor
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Watershed area:~ 42,000 km2. It extends north to Troy Damn east to Utica, west northern NJ and includes all of NY City.  The harbor covers an area of about 3885 km2 with over 1240 km of waterfront. Airshed: ~246,000 km2. The population of the watershed is over 14 million (70% in NYS and 30% in NJ state), or 5.2% of the national population; and 5.8% of the national economy
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